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The best gift of all is the one you share with someone else. . .

From the moment he strode through the iron gate and into the offices of Two Love Lane on a crisp
December day, it was obvious that Deacon Banks was something different. He wasn't a Charleston native,
not with that adorable Yankee accent. And unlike the usual client at the elegant matchmaking agency, he had
no interest in finding a woman to marry--just a few no-strings dates while he was in town.

Macy Frost takes her professional services very seriously--how could she not, when she's rumored to be a
direct descendant of Cupid? Tech entrepreneur Deacon says he's just trying to make his social-climbing aunt
happy by being seen out and about with a few prominent beauties, but Macy insists she can make her client
fall in love...for real. And Deacon can't help but think she might be right. As charming as the palmetto trees
and magnificent harbor may be, it's the beautiful, breath-of-fresh-air Macy who's become Deacon's favorite
part of the scenery. But can the hopelessly romantic Southern belle stop trying to fix him up and just let
Cupid do his work on her own heart?
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From Reader Review Christmas at Two Love Lane for online ebook

Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews says

4.5 stars

Happy Holidays! I cannot believe how cute, sweet and adorable Christmas At Two Love Lane was.

As the story started, I wasn’t sure if I was going to enjoy this Christmas Tale. Macy was a little too much of
a southern belle. She was extreme about her business of matchmaking and made it perfectly clear to Deacon
that Two Love Lane was not a “dating service” then, in the next breath, she is running out the door in search
of him and agreeing to his terms. But, as the tale was being wove by Kieran Kramer, I seriously became
invested in the characters, the history of Charleston and how Macy got involved in the matchmaking
business.

As for Deacon … well … talk about being straight-forward! Here was a man that knew what he wanted and
made sure that he told Macy every time that they were together. Which, it turned out, was more than the time
he spent with his “dates”. But, things backfire on him and the man who doesn’t believe in love is finding that
love just may have found him.

I fell in love with Aunt Fran and George. I tolerated Celia. Ella, Greer and Miss Thing were enchanting. Ms.
Kramer really wrote a beautiful love story. I loved, loved, loved the way she gave Deacon and Macy their
happily-ever-after … it was sweet and so fitting for the both of them.

Cathy Geha says

Christmas at Two Love Lane by Kieran Kramer

A man trying to please his aunt sets out to date a variety of women, with the help of a matchmaker, but has
no desire to settle down any time soon. The hitch is that he finds the matchmaker intriguing and ends up
spending more time with her than dating. Of course Deacon and Macy end up falling for one another but it
seems to take forever.

This is my first book by this author and of the Christmas stories I have read this is not one of my favorites. I
think it may be because I could not really relate to either Deacon or Macy and thought the story slow paced
without much really happening. That said, I am sure there are some readers who will adore it and that is just
as it should be.

Thank you to NetGalley and St. Martin’s Press for the ARC – This is my honest review.

2-3 Stars



Arlena says

Title: Christmas at Two Love Lane
Author: Kieran Kramer
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Rating: Five
Review:

"Christmas At Two Love Lane" by Kieran Kramer

My Thoughts...

This was a good lovely seasonal/holiday romantic read that even had little bit of comedy in it. I loved the
Charleston setting for this read that this author brought out so very well. The two main characters well just
let me say were 'phenomenal.' Definitely matchmaker Macy really meets her match when introduced to that
bachelor Deacon. With Macy being in the business of matchmaking will Deacon find the date that will make
his Aunt happy? Will it take the whole town to help Macy see that she too was capable to being loved?

The author really works the story is presented with so much 'drama, humor, spice, touching, flirting and let's
not leave out all of this seasonal holiday happening' along with a wonderful dialogue that will keep one
turning the pages to see what will happen next. So, if you are looking for a good holiday read I would
definitely recommend this one to you.

?Dani? ?Touch My Spine Book Reviews? says

I am absolutely a sucker for this series!!! I just can't help it Kieran Kramer writes books that are based in
Charleston(where I live) and has swoon worthy characters. When I received this book in the mail, I will have
to admit that I took my time to read it. Usually when you hear that, its a bad thing. Well, not in this case
because I did not want this story to end! I would engulf myself in parts of the story here and a little there.
When I was feeling down and in a slump with a book, I would enjoy this book some more. Heck, I will admit
that I even re-read some of it. I just love that in this series the settings are places that I have actually lived
and have been and the author's description of Charleston is incredible!
So let's get past me rambling about the setting, there also was great characterization in this story. I felt highly
invested in the characters and enjoyed the romance. While traveling through this adventure, the plot was at a
great pace and had great descriptions. Holiday cheer also engulfed this story, leaving the reader with sweet
holiday bliss. This is a great story if you enjoy a sweet holiday romance that will surely lighten your mood
for the holidays or any occasion. I highly recommend this series to romance lovers!
I want to thank St. Martin's Press for providing me a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. I
appreciate this opportunity and all views expressed are my own.



Ann Lorz says

Reviewed for Romancing the Readers Blog: https://romancingthereaders.blogspot....

For me there is nothing better then a holiday romance book. It's my favorite time of the year so it would
make sense that I would love to read them, right? So when they start coming out I have to say that I gobble
them up!

When I saw this new series by Kramer I knew I had to try it. The Story sounded good and I loved both the
title and cover! It had all that attracts me to a story.

After reading it all I can say is that for me it was just okay. I didn't love nor did I hate it. Maybe a solid 2.5. I
really wanted to like it more. As I read it I kept thinking, "this would have made such a good series to read,"
but it didn't. At least it didn't for me.

I don't know, maybe I'll try it again at some other time. I can't even tell you what I really didn't care for. It
was almost boring to read, like a slow drip. I know that sounds horrible but at the moment I don't have any
other words to use.

I think my biggest problem was that I only liked the characters a little. Good characters can lift up bad
writing but so-so characters will draw good writing down. I couldn't connect nor believe in them. It's not like
they are horrible, I just didn't....

I think this is one of those books that you'd have to try for yourself and see how you feel about it. Again, I
wish I could put in words more of how I felt about it but I just had very little feelings about it one way or
another.

Follow me on:
https://www.facebook.com/RomancingThe...

ARC received for a honest review

Morgan says

It's been awhile since I wrote a review because either some books were so bad I didn't bother finishing them
or I was in the middle of self-loathing on my life not going anywhere at the moment. But I took the time to
finish this story at least because I do want to read some Christmas stories for the holidays.

Macy Frost works as a matchmaker in her business with her other three friends, Miss Thing, Greer, and Ella
in Charleston. Deacon Banks helps move his Aunt Fran out from New York City and settle into their social
setting. I think Aunt Fran was supposed to come off funny for a wealthy celebrity who struck fear into
powerful figures, but that kind of fell flat since I felt this story was more like telling than showing. Deacon is
only asking Macy to help him find someone temporary for himself so he could please his aunt a little before
going back to New York City and resume his bachelor life.

The one thing the author did well was paint the setting for the "town" which is a fairly decent sized city. She



described Charleston's culture and winter weather pretty well. When it comes down to hospitality, I suppose
a lot of people follow a certain protocol especially when they work for tourism, but the overwhelming
amount of it in the book seemed too much. It makes people look two-faced to me and that's how a lot of the
characters acted throughout the story.

Starting with Macy, everything about her is wonderful. She's beautiful, sexy, funny, smart, witty, social,
kind, independent, forgiving, loving, sweet, dependable, socially acceptable, the life of the party, sensitive,
successful, and a spunky southern belle. Perfect. Perfect. Perfect. Aside from a few flaws from her family,
they're all so loving and caring to everyone. So wistful it just brings a tiny tear to my eye. I'm sorry but this is
too much! It's fine for characters to have nice qualities, but holy damn, when most of the story and characters
are telling that she's so great, it takes away any form of realism in her personality and that sickly sweet stuff
makes me want to barf. There are few moments she does get a little sickly sweet with Celia, someone who's
bitter and got kind of shafted by her in the beginning, but turns around to apologize with tears in her eyes.
The only great flaw that the book tells is that she's afraid to commit for herself. What we've got here is a
Mary Sue without the Twilight version. I guess I'm a sucker for train wrecks and somehow make things
better for themselves.

Deacon Banks is your typical handsome, wealthy bachelor who doesn't want to fall in love, but is considered
a gentleman and only wants to please his aunt. He lost his parents from a car accident when he was two and
his celebrity Aunt Fran takes him in. He's a successful tech entrepreneur from New York City and is living
with his aunt at the moment with their close man-friend, George and their two corgis. He's nice, charitable,
charming, and a Gary Stu with the typical male stereotypes involved. The dates that Macy sets him up on
turn around to help him get with Macy by coming with plausible excuses on bailing on their dates. Even
when he sleeps with Macy and only wants to spend time with her, he's still considering on going back to
New York without commitment. It is only with a few stern words and a heartwarming, tear-jerking moment
that Aunt Fran and George convinces him to marry her.

I did like the fact that Aunt Fran was blunt, but at the same time, she did a lot of telling in the story and
explaining because the author assumed the readers wouldn't be able to figure how the romance would go. It
would have been cute with her and the colonel, but once again, a lot of telling. And there was also a lot of
repetition in the narration and characters. The author was over-explaining the story almost in a way to make
the readers adore her characters.

The story wanted to make us love the antagonists as well. Cecil was a little bit more redeemable than Trent.
When it comes to Cecil, Macy once paired her up with a guy that turned her down and Cecil married Walter
on her own terms but didn't really care about her marriage by remaining bitter until the end. She was
teaching Aunt Fran how to behave properly in Charleston society while politely ripping on Macy. Despite
Cecil being cold and uptight, I liked her a lot better since she was the only realistic person in the book. Trent
is a soap actor who's a complete jackass and tried to have his way with Macy by taking her home with him
until he got punched by Deacon. It got really cheesy when Trent's mother orders him to be a better man in
front of everyone and he does a complete 180 by apologizing and complimenting Macy before leaving with a
new sense of humbleness. I can't buy that. I'm not saying that pigs can't learn from their mistakes; it just
takes a lot longer than a quick intervention from someone and I felt like Trent was only doing it to save face.

I suppose Christmas stories are supposed to fluffy and overly sweet at times, but the story overall was bland
to me and the ending couldn't be more tackier. It takes the fruitcake. Everyone's at the Toy for Tots
celebration and it's all so warm and fuzzy. The Two Love Lane business comes across old papers that were
missing from a woman's journal in a hidden baseboard from the Revolutionary War and they announce the
discovery at the party with giddy elegance and it explained her love for Deacon's supposed ancestor which is



supposed to be some link to Macy's family's roots. Since her father's family believes they directly descended
from Cupid (like a Roman/Greek god is real), Deacon and Macy were magically truly meant to be together.
After the announcement, Deacon dressed as Santa goes on stage and proposes to Macy with everyone's loved
ones all approving.

There was a point in the story where the author is going so overboard with all of this I felt like she was
making fun of her own story and all of the other bestseller books that have done the exact same thing in the
past. Did she deliberately write this story to only make fun of this kind of trope or formula? Was she coerced
into writing this contemporary nonsense that she didn't bother putting much effort into it? I never read any of
her other books so I can't really tell if she's being sarcastic as a writer, but her writing was pretty smooth, so I
know she doesn't come off as a complete idiot. It's like the curtain falls, her tight smile falls and she goes to
the bathroom to throw up the glitter she digested. I certainly would!

*Also on a crucial side note: You know how you can use a famous quote from someone before the
acknowledgements page? Yeah... I don't think Coco Chanel is a very good idea. Not blaming the author
because not a lot of people know history that well, but Coco Chanel was involved with the Nazis and even
slept with an officer since she only cared about social climbing and didn't care about the fact her country,
France, was being invaded by them and she was extremely prejudice despite the fact she came from a poor
family. She is far from being a humble person and she was ugly on the inside.

Elaine says

Come visit Charleston in this delightful festive romance! Macy Frost is a professional matchmaker, one who
prides herself on successfully helping many people find their soulmate. However, she's still searching for her
own! That's until Deacon Banks visits her matchmaking agency, wanting to appease his Aunt by pretending
to look for his true love, even though he has no ambition whatsoever to actually do so! The two connect
straight away, but that's just plain unethical for Macy so she endeavours to resist her attraction to Deacon and
to set him up on a series of dates to tempt him. . . . . He's only in town for a month, whatever could go right -
or wrong - in that time? Well, you'll just have to read this book to discover for yourself!

This is a story packed with humour, especially as Deacon's Aunt is Macy's new next door neighbour and a
well known, popular but somewhat astringent and vociferous celebrity. Her endeavours to fit into the
Southern community and interactions with notable residents result in some laugh out loud scenarios and
great dialogue. It is about expectations, beliefs and connections all of which may need revising in the light of
experience. As usual, what you anticipate doesn't always quite go as you hoped or planned - and that is often
a good thing in the end. This is a lovely story to escape into and includes more than one romantic
development, just right to put you in a festive mood, whatever the season!

I requested and received a copy of this novel, via NetGalley. This is my honest review after choosing to read
it.

Sissy's Romance Book Review says

''Christmas at Two Love Lane' by Kieran Kramer is the Story of Deacon Banks and Macy Frost.
Macy and her friends have a business called Two Love Lane where they match people up into successfully



relationships. Macy rumored to kind to Cupid even. But Deacon only in town for a short time and just wants
a few dates from her agency.
The more that Deacon interacts with Macy the more that he seems to want her. But will Macy break her rules
an act of the attraction she too is feeling for him.
Sweet easy romance read!
"My honest review is for a special copy I voluntarily read."
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/A2H...
https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/1...
https://twitter.com/soapsrus68
https://www.facebook.com/RomanceBookR...

Carrie says

Macy Frost along with a couple of her friends have opened up at matchmaking service at Two Love Lane
and the ladies take their job seriously. Vowing that there is someone out there for everyone Macy is proud of
her track record at the agency so far with many successful pairings. When Deacon Banks walks into Two
Love Lane and Macy's office she's a bit taken aback when he insists he's not looking for love but only a few
dates while he's in town to pass the time.

Macy is a bit curious about Deacon and as much as she doesn't want to admit even a bit attracted to him and
his Yankee accent. However Macy doesn't mix her business and pleasure and even though Deacon says he
isn't looking seriously she thinks she can still find the perfect woman for Deacon and change his mind. The
more Macy insists she can help Deacon the more interested he becomes in her himself so he takes her up on
her offer to find his mate just to spend more time with the matchmaker herself.

Christmas at Two Love Lane by Kieran Kramer is of course a contemporary romance read that takes place
during the Christmas holidays and seems to be opening up a new series featuring the ladies of Two Love
Lane with more books upcoming in the future. This story seemed to be one that really has a very slow build
and pace to it which isn't necessarily bad but I tend to prefer a bit quicker myself. There's a bit of added angst
that didn't really seem necessary since the controversy is set from the start with Macy not wanting to allow
herself to fall for a client.

Overall though I did like the characters and set up in this one enough to enjoy the book even with the slower
pacing. It could have possibly used a bit of a little extra unique Christmassy spark to make it stand out a bit
too but there was enough celebrating along the way to give it that bit of feel good holiday vibe though. In the
end I'd probably rate this one at 3.5 stars but those that enjoy a slower pace will probably rate higher than I
have for this one.

I received an advance copy from the publisher via NetGalley.

For more reviews please visit https://carriesbookreviews.wordpress....

Tammy says

I love Christmas romance stories.



Christmas at Two Love Lane is Macy and Deacon’s story and I can say that I loved the two main characters.
Macy and her friends run Two Love Lane which is the matchmaking business and they are enlisted to help
Deacon find proper dates, so that he can make his aunt happy. There is only one problem for Deacon and that
would be Macy, because she seems to be the one that he wants.

I loved the setting of this book and I thought the book was very well written and would recommend it to
anybody who loves holiday romances.

ARC provided by publisher for honest review.

Minx -The Genre Minx Book Reviews says

True Rating is 3.5 stars!

Christmas at Two Love Lane is the first book in the Two Love Lane series. In this series, there are three
women who have had a rough go with love or lack of finding love. They have banded together and with the
help of their receptionist they founded ‘Two Love Lane.’ This story features Macy Frost who believes that
she is a descendent of Cupid. She and her friends have always had luck matching up others and it was this
ability that led them to start up a matchmaking business, and business is booming.

It is no surprise to her when a professional from the North darkened her doorstep looking to engage her
services. He was tall, well-dressed, and dreamy; Macy figured she would have no problem finding Deacon’s
perfect match. Deacon though was not looking to find love. In fact, he was against the idea completely.
Instead what he was looking for was a series of dates so that it appeared to his Aunt that he was “actively
engaging” in searching for someone to settle down with. It was his Aunt’s Christmas wish and he was trying
his best to make her happy without having to actually do what she wanted.

Macy was affronted by his request and immediately said no to Deacon initially but there was something
about him that made her think twice. She decided that she would have lunch with him in order to get him to
see the folly of his ways. She believed that she would be able to find Deacon’s “one true love” if he would
only give her the chance. He of course was not interested in true love, but he was interested in Macy. So, he
went along with the ruse of her finding his ‘match’ in order to get her to see that what she needed was a fling
with him.

Both Macy and Deacon were not expecting that they would find anything truly likable about each other
beyond the simmering attraction that they both felt. As they got to know each other it became pretty clear
that there was more between them than simple attraction. Neither Deacon or Macy were willing to give up on
their quest though. Their stubbornness led to some hilarious times and a little bit of heartbreak too.

Christmas at Two Love Lane is a contemporary romance that takes place during the Christmastime season, it
does not really give off any Christmas cheer vibes, more than anything it was a matchmaker trope with
comedic times. There was a nice buildup of the setting and the characters within this small and intimate
community but there were also some drama that felt unnecessary. I don’t know if it was added because later
on in the series the outcome will actually matter but I didn’t really care for it. Overall, this was a story that
entertained me and had a sweet ending.

This review is based on a complimentary book I received from NetGalley. It is an honest and voluntary



review. The complimentary receipt of it in no way affected my review or rating.

Love this review and want more? Check out my blog for a holiday Q&A with the Author as well as a link to
an excerpt The Genre Minx Book Reviews

Christina T says

I went into this book with so much excitement. It's a Holiday book! It's by Kieran Kramer! Unfortunately, it
just wasn't for me.

The Good, The Bad, and Everything Else: The setting of Charleston is charming but the pace and the setting
of the story makes this feel like a small town story. With Charleston being well over 100k people this felt a
bit off for me even though I did like it. I love small town romances. I also liked some of the secondary cast of
characters. Fran, Deacon's Aunt, was an interesting woman who stole the scenes she was in, and she was in
quite a lot of them and George, her HouseBoy/Manservant, was a hoot . Unfortunately, I never really
warmed up to Macy, or even her partners, Greer, Ella, and Miss Thing, or really many of the characters.
There was very little background on them and very little divulged during the course of the book. What I got
from Macy was she was perfect. She giggled. She was a professional (although the last thing wasn't
demonstrated but repeated by Macy herself.) Her only imperfection is that she can't seem to let herself fall in
love. She's a matchmaker who doesn't believe she can find her true love.

Anyway, I had a hard time getting into this book. It could have been the pacing, which seemed really slow.
Or it could be everything was just so sweet. There wasn't any actual conflict. I don't consider Macy's wishy
washy woe is me I can't fall in love ways conflict. I missed this aspect and felt the book suffered a bit
without it. In addition, there were a couple sex scenes but they all began on page and finished off page. Very
little details were included and I actually prefer a little more sizzle in my books.

In a Nutshell: Even though I really adore Kieran Kramer's historical romances I wasn't blown away by this
Contemporary Romance and barely even liked it. Even though this book wasn't for me those who like just
plain sweet CRs with a low heat levels might enjoy this.

Melanie says

I enjoyed this, but I felt like it could have been shorter - I started to get tired of it partway through, even
though I did like the concept and the writing. The characters were fun, and she did a decent job keeping it
festive (some of these holiday books really skimp on the Xmas!). The little “mystery” I could have done
without, but the corgis?!! A few corgi scenes make everything better.

The Book Junkie Reads . . . says

Christmas at Two Love Lane was just too cute, sweet, laidback with a southerness about it besides the quaint
town of Charleston, SC. Charm. Manners. Respect. Elegant. Cute. This was a slow holiday read that allowed
you to gain your ground and move along like on a Sunday-drive. Watching Deacon fall on the arrow of cupid
was just too fun. He was insisting he just wanted a few dates to appease his aunt, but that insistence goes out



the window with the more time he spends with Macy. He spent more time with her than he did with his
actual dates. Then realization slowly starts to brighten his eyes.

Macy was a die-hard southern belle to her core. She was genuinely respectful of what she did for a living.
She did not take to highly to it being treated like a common place dating service. Deacon and Macy were a
delight to watch dance around each other and the bond they were forming.

Reading Christmas at Two Love Lane most certainly will not be for those that insist one fast-paced romance.
This one took its time and grew. The bonds were formed and it was sweet, charming, southern. There are
great characters to help you along your way.

Come on in and enjoy a slower-pace holiday romance.

Donna Maguire says

https://donnasbookblog.wordpress.com/...

This was such a sweet and adorable Christmas read I thoroughly enjoyed it!! The characters were brilliant
and I loved the plot too!  I now want to go back and read the other books in the series!  This is the first one I
have read and it definitely works as a stand alone but I do feel that after reading  it I would have benefitted
from reading the rest - a festive treat - 4 stars from me!


